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By Willem de Thouars

The philosophy of tai chi evolved from a 
formless state into an idea around 1,500 
years ago. As time went on, over hundreds 

of years – temple boxing experts found a way of 
practicing kung fu at a slower pace, to experience 
the training as a beneficial health practice. Slow-
ness in training produces quick reflexes in mind and 
body – when necessary. Practicing with slow actions 
is the essence of understanding one’s own self – in 
yoga or the practice of the grand ultimate fist (tai 
chi chuan) in action. 

Precise timing, deep rooting, and self-control in a 
meditative state of the mind, can work wonders for 
health and self-defense. It is like classical music or 
notes in a song – poetry in motion. 

I am strongly convinced that, from birth, I was 
already blessed with a natural tai chi soul. As I grew 
up, and started to learn the principles of fighting 
arts, I related more to the internal arts I practiced. 
I was a weak child at birth, and lacked the stamina 
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and breathing capability of a normal child. My kung 
fu teachers first taught me the external practice –I 
inhaled through pain to correct my deficiency. 

My iron skin training was through the infliction of 
pain. When the iron skin training is combined with 
the training of the internal essence – it can bring 
a serene calmness to the mind. Through breathing 
one may even turn into a mauling robot – able to 
devastate the one on the receiving end. The peace in 
each practice is also a happy experience. Making a 
daily practice is essential for life. It also does won-
ders for each who is continuously in training. 

My Hakka kun tao teachers taught me a combina-
tion of t’ai chi, baqua and ising yie as one formatted 
martial practice. These are only three internal fight-
ing acts. How can I compare the internal modesty of 
practicing an internal art with the essence in train-
ing of an external art – how can they be so different?

It is easy to explain, by sharing my experience. 
Think of yourself being with hundreds of people – 
all are starving and in an enclosure with no way out. 
Someone outside the enclosure throws a piece of raw 
meat – soon the crowds  will be killing each other 
over the food – only the wise thinker in actions will 
get away with the piece of meat. 

This all relates to how we train and overcome stress 
factors, being stuck in a physical pattern of express-
ing the external ways learned in training or a relaxed 
way of understanding one’s own breathing capability 
by becoming softer. 

Tai chi in its purest sense relates very much to how 
we breathe and cultivate our stomach muscles to 
airlessness – and conserve our stimulus control – by 
the intake (inhale) and releasing of breath (exhaling). 
Breathing incorrectly is a contributing contributes  
to losing strength in the lower stomach muscle that 

is directly connected to the lower back.

When out of breath, control becomes an essential 
necessity in redirecting the flow of fast breathing, 
reducing it to a simmering flow of a supple breaths 
taking in oxygen. 

Many people I know run quickly out of stamina 
through shortness of breath. It can cause the 
immune system to weaken and the internal organs 
to burn. They are not exercising regularly and the 
senses lack energy and are severely dulled.

A relaxed state of mind will bring it to a calm state; 
that the mind is constructed to a physical thought 
and can only accept a serene mental capability of 
enhancing the purity of a baby – in seeing nothing – 
but discovering the many things in feelings through 
the nervous system. It all relates to the nervous 
system in our sensory behavior of an empty mindset, 
where relaxation plays an important part in the cul-
tivation of correct breathing.

How tai chi in practice operates through total serene 
calmness in sense to feel and observe unwanted 
oncoming negative energy. How I also relate to push 
hands – with push hands is an internal arts practice 
in how to accept an energetic force, and turn the 
same for by redirecting its energy flow. While with 
the external practice is more a pulling energy by 
overextending a balance of rooting.

The fulfillment of practicing tai chi daily is highly 
recommended, as is having an appropriate diet, 
drinking pure water, and moderating the intake of 
food and snacks. 

Salam in peace,
Sing Sei Willem Dethouars 
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one of the finest teachers I've ever met (even if he 
doesn't believe it).

Terry, Saints and I are always making plans like a 
cabal, to make "Masters." Miriam is becoming part 
of the Painter-nation; she's like the token girl in 
our group who likes to fight with the boys. Jake is 
also teaching the Painter-nation how to be soft and 
gentle with his Tai Chi.

Since Eugene Robinson has been coming he has 
showed some great MMA stuff, plus he put me in 
that book Fight. Oh did I mention I'm in a book 
called Fight?

Thanks Sam, Frank (the gnome) Roger (who has 
taught me so much), John Bright (a guy I would 
never want to see get mad) Darca (who we have so 
much to learn from). Irene for putting up with all 
the crazy people. Marylyn for always there to lend a 
hand and Nikki, and anyone I forgot.

Love all you guys, 
James

I am writing this for no reason other than my own 
self-amusement. Going to "Masters" has brought 
so much to my life, adding to my martial skills 

and meeting some good people.

Sam is part charlatan, part shaman, a teacher and a 
student at the same time. Geezer-man deluxe. He 
is one of the most giving persons I have ever come 
across and a tough old bird. Sam brings us together, 
just to tear us apart with his god damn biting ~d his 
animal primate grip.

Sam introduced me to Uncle Bill, a true legend in 
the martial arts. An egoless master whose smile is 
infectious. It's always an honor to just be around 
him, sharing a doughnut and a laugh.

What ever happened to Stewart? Haven't seen him 
in awhile; miss the whole PMA crew.

Stephen Watson has been threatening to come back, 
hope he follows through on those threats.

Mikel teaching at my school on Fridays before 
"Masters" is slowly becoming a tradition; he is 

An Open Letter to Masters on the Mountain
By James L Painter
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Median Rita and James
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The old hand fist style of Chinese Kun Tao is 
more appropriately described as a humanis-
tic methodology to the term for old fashion 

boxing that dates back to the beginning of man. The 
origin of modern man in 16,000 BC with the homo 
sapiens involved creative ways of inventing, exploring 
and culture building.

Modern man began to not only control the world, but 
also through struggle in efforts had to fight nature, 
wild animals and other species of his own kind. Man 
started out first as a cave dweller, then became more 
advanced through progress and discovering how to 
use fire to cook, forge tools and make weapons. Later 
on, man became ingenious by making surgical instru-
ments through research and practice through thou-
sands of years. The blacksmith who forged weapons 
and tools was also the first physician by discovering 
the art of healing during the cultural changes of older 
civilizations before ours.

In past and present, mortal combat was always in the 
nature of man to fight and survive. From the very 
beginning, homo sapiens fought each other; first on an 
individual level of man against man. As time evolved 
and cultures changed, man began a domineering factor 
where one man controls another. Greedy for more pos-
sessions in whole populations, tribes started to migrate 
from one land to another, exterminating the first set-
tlers when they found a weak society and considered 
themselves as habitants of a new land. They turned 
themselves from new settlers to land owners to nobil-
ity. The strongest always survived all living pressures 
prone to mankind. Throughout the centuries, settlers 
who inhabited their newly found countries became 
citizens of that country as historical recordings show. 
An example is found in the United States where the 
European settlers took away land from the American 
Indians.

Long before Christ, homo sapiens began to explore 
lands and nature, then dominated any humanistic 

obstacle that stood in their way. Individualistic combat 
was soon turned into an organized strategy for con-
quering others and their lands for economic gain. 
There were a great number of strategic geniuses who 
lived in the past. Alexander the Great is undisputedly 
considered as one of the world’s greatest conquerors 
and was greatly skilled in military strategy, field coor-
dination, languages and managing other countries he 
had occupied with his armies. 

Afterward, other men followed in Alexander’s footsteps 
through study of military conquests of the past and 
made themselves into emperors and rulers. The great-
est strategists in military world history relate back to 
the endeavors of Hannibal, Genghis Khan and Napo-
leon. These men conquered more nations and lands 
and fought more battles than others. Their failure was 
their lust for greedy expansion and conquering others. 

GOING BACK IN TIME TO KUN TAO
An Excerpt from A Journey Through Time by Willem de Thouars

ORDER A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME AT EUREKAPRODUCTIONS.TV OR AMAZON.COM
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Being a native of Dutch descent, I 
have a curiosity about Euro-

pean and world history. 
The subjects were of great 

interest for understand-
ing me and my own stud-
ies of martial arts. There 

is always a good cause for 
studying philosophy which 

leads to an understanding of 
one’s own behavior in training 
for combat. My own nature 

is learning from the past. 
To understand one’s own 
nature is practical. But 
better yet is to com-
prehend the nature of 

understanding one’s 
own self in becoming 
better in practice.

My many reasons 
why I have made 

an intensive study of 
man’s history and, in particular, the ventures of man in 
mortal combat then progressing to live a life of com-
fort gives me a resourcefulness in dealing with others. 
In the very essence of my soul, I have lived in a spiri-
tual sense, and without a doubt through the phase of 
historical events, and had to discover the values of war, 
strategy of mortal combat in an economy of motions. 
In order to enhance the art of combat, one needs to 
fully understand the nature of the beast in primitivism 
in man’s culture and how it resides in each of us as indi-
viduals. I found it quite interesting, as a subject of psy-
chological thinking, that tranquility and aggression are 
two of the same essences in complementing the roots of 
mortal combat.

Through a thought process in philosophy, the art of rea-
soning became greatly valued in our modern society as a 
social standard. It also based its essence on an art of law 
in psychological advances to higher learning in due pro-
cess. The art of reasoning also relates to physical combat 
and strategic thinking.

Martial arts are generally understood as it relates to 
the Asian fighting arts, either unarmed or with armed 
weaponry. The Europeans may have left their influences 
behind in the diversified cultural exchanges between 

the Europeans and Eastern customs and traditions. 
The Europeans had the indigenous combat systems 
of boxing, wrestling and fencing. Alexander the Great 
introduced India to the arts of archery which was long 
before the Southeast Asians ever thought of using the 
bow and arrow for hunting and war. The spear was also 
a weapon introduced in Africa and India through the 
adventuresome expansion of Alexander when his army 
conquered the shores of India. Disease, illness and ill–
fated planning to advance further into India bulked 
down Alexander’s further advances. After seeking the 
advice of his generals, the Great Conqueror gave up his 
expedition and retreated to Europe.

Medieval combat started to develop in the nations 
inhabiting Europe and the Mediterranean. Russia and 
Germany were always at war. The Russians adopted the 
saying, “Who comes here with the sword will perish 
with the sword,” during their defense of St. Petersburg 
in the 14th century battle with Germany. 

While the rest of the world used unorganized meth-
odologies for close quarters combat, China, in a sense, 
had created organized fighting arts for her armies. Many 
of the generals invented tactics in weaponry in the 4th 
Century BC. Chinese monks offered shelter and hous-
ing to the underprivileged. In the temple boxing schools, 
future monks were trained in the arts of war and also 
received an education to become scholars.

Before a monk was trained physically, he had to be 
taught the art of internal healing through self disci-
pline and concentration. Focus was on breathing exer-
cises. Medicine was formulated after careful studies 
and mixed with all sorts of herbs to make remedies to 
control diseases, longevity and better health.

Based on different philosophies, the temple boxing 
schools were divided religiously into Buddhism, Con-
fuciousism, or Taoism. Through severe self discipline 
in meditation, diet and training, the monks applied 
their mental skills to their martial arts. 

Relating to combative systems, the temple boxing 
schools became separated between the Northern styles 
and Southern styles. In North China, Kung Fu was 
primarily practiced by the larger Chinese of Mongolian 
descent. The individuals who practice Northern styles 
like to refer to their combative arts as “high mountain 
ranges,” because of their huge structure in physicality. 
They use long and high extended forceful kicking tech-
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niques. Their brutal hitting is always highly noticeable 
for their use of long, extended kicks. 

Chinese Kun Tao is a term used by the most common 
man that came from South China and settled in Indo-
nesia some 4000 years ago. Many mass migrations 
throughout the vast length of Southeast Asia had taken 
place. Several hundred nomads from Tibet and China 
came to live there in the newly found land in many 
of the islands in the East Indian archipelago. Those 
migrating tribes of people (mostly Hakka nomads) 
became very prosperous in their new environment 
after centuries of harvesting their hard labor efforts 
and were successful in surviving. They created their 
own businesses and established much wealth for their 
means of making a living. Each Chinese merchant or 
contract laborer had to protect his family and goods 
from natives and even his own kind. Many of the 
merchants had trained in China in various arts of self 
defense to protect themselves from being harmed. 
The Chinese became more sophisticated over time to 
earn a legitimate living as they were considered foreign 
intruders by the native Indonesians.

The Chinese created then secret Chinese Shao Lin 
Societies and established underground martial arts 
schools which only permitted Chinese students. In the 
city of Palembang there were, at one time, seven (7) 
groups of Shao Lin temple boxing schools. Years later 
(up to the 1930’s), the schools disappeared and were 
never seen again. Several of the teachers who taught in 
any of those schools went wide spread over the length 
of the Indonesian Archipelago and had gone with their 
own. These Kun Tao Masters were settling in cities like 
Djakarta, Bogor, Bandung, Semarang, Surabaya, and 
Maccasar in Celebes. 

A reason why practitioners of Chinese Kun Tao had 
always kept to themselves, but were highly noticed even 
among the best Silat practitioners and in the circles of 
European communities, was because of their deadly 
combat skills. The training in Kun Tao is second to 
none in physical practice, endurance, the study of the 
internal and healing arts and the art of self discipline. 
Every form of Kun Tao comprises those elements in a 
method of training. A Kun Tao expert can be consid-
ered a “whole” man once he has grown through the 
mature studies. The studies in the Chinese fighting 
arts also includes the understanding of animals as they 
behave in relation to man and intensively comprehend 
their own selves in nature.

While in South China, practitioners of the South 
adopt themselves rather close to the fighting arts and 
lower kicking techniques for short distances. Both sys-
tems of temple schools in the North and South had, 
for centuries, found new discoveries in mortal combat 
through hard laboring efforts. 3600 fighting styles of 
organized combat developed out of the various Shao 
Lin schools.

The word “Kung Fu” relates only to refined skills and 
may not always be meaningfully expressed as a com-
bative gesture in North China. Depending how the 
word is actually used in a table conversation, someone 
from South China may understand the refined skills as 
Gung Fu. There are many ways the combative arts can 
be expressed in language and all relate to Wu Shu or 
the Military Arts of War.

Before the development of Chinese boxing arts took 
place, temple boxing schools highly influenced the 
martial arts practices from Mongolia to Manchuria. 
The refined combative arts from the Mongols brought 
in as a contributing factor to the Shao Lin arts: combat-
ive systems of grappling, throwing, striking, punching, 
kicking and the art of bone breaking. After centuries of 
intense training, the Chinese fighting arts were noted 
by the rest of the world as the falling, rolling, striking 
and throwing arts the Chinese referred to as Ju Jitsu or 
the art of Chi Chuan.

At one time, Jigoro Kano, the found-
ing father of Japanese Judo in the 
1930s, made his art and art of 
studies to perfection. Japa-
nese Judo that came first 
from Chinese Judo was 
later highly respected and 
practiced all over the world. 
Kano died in 1938 and was 
unable to enjoy the fruits of his 
labors. The founder of Japa-
nese Aikido, O’ Sensei Uchiba, 
after encountering a Chinese 
Baqua expert in Hong Kong, 
lost in combat and later cre-
ated his beautiful art of Aikido. 
Considered as the refined art of soft 
skills, Judo and Aikido were the most 
considered martial arts of the 19th and 
20th centuries.
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Just as a few days before

when visiting a son born a few minutes before his 

twin

in the city where the towers fell (twins to the end)

While I was viewing the hell of 
Ground Zero
Immense and bitterly sharp shards

erupting from the depths of fears

and underground floors of submerged consciousness

removed by fathers of fallen sons

digging for meaning

driven by memories

in an immense diabolically surviving blowhole

amongst the lesser towers

RUMINATIONS
An Excerpt from Highway 20 Love Songs

ORDER HIGHWAY 20 AT EUREKAPRODUCTIONS.TV
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A Cowboy Named Emmet 
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PaPerback | kindle edition | audio cd / MP3
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only the hoodoos of mind left there 

where the working uninsured who dared to be there 

– now die at a rate profit can bear – 

and never allow but a little

of the grace of a sun in winter declination

while the ocean-filled winds

freeze to a heart chilling 
temperature
which no amount of fire retardant layers can temper

so that only a few genetically anointed

could brace to a workday in that place

acknowledged by the pre-dawn thousands

while the diligent guardians of capital’s sway 

filibustered any first responder give-away

waiting patiently to lighten a little

the load of uninsurable dread

while those bound fast by secondhand scripture, 

fearing the Buddha’s
compassionate curves

compounded the shards of their feared relativity

when they fixated on a mere idea of the pure

(for they have renounced likeness)

they clutched without tenderness mundane finality.

Death is just the last word recited in a language they 

can’t read

Foregoing the relative pleasures

of the great Satan’s liberations
naturally washed onto the reefs

of affordable depravity

they played video games and ate kosher pizza

resisting Babylon’s diminished evils

they unknowingly adopt the pimp’s knowing sneer

they – with no internal messenger – 

reached easily with similarly dulled imagination

for their true sweetheart, the Kalashnikov

or casually pushed the controls

into a final dive

exactly mirroring the sinkpool

of the weak minds they abhor.
So Al Qaeda, the Taliban and the purveyors

of cheap pleasures

grope for each other

as perhaps long separated twins

needing most of all

the mutual blow holes of Ground 
Zeros.
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For a limited time, Willem de Thouars’ new 
autobiographical A Journey Through Time and 
Eureka Productions’ Highway 20 Love Songs 
are available TOGETHER for only $15.99 plus 
shipping. That is more than a 30% savings! 

Orders must be purchased online 
at the Eureka Productions website:  

www.eurekaproductions.tv 

Written in the unmistakable 
voice of Kun Tao Silat 
master Willem de Thouars, 
A Journey Through Time is 

an autobiographical reflection of de Thouars’s 
combined lifetime passion for martial arts, 
history and philosophy.  
 The reader comes away with a richer 
understanding of the origins of Willem de 
Thouars’s style of Kun Tao Silat. A Journey 
Through Time represents the bounty of what 
life has taught de Thouars, including his 
devotion to the natural world, which is joyfully 
depicted in his animal illustrations found 
throughout the book.
About the Author
 Willem de Thouars’s skills as Kun Tao Silat 
master and teacher have made him a sought 
after instructor at international martial arts 
seminars. Originally from Indonesia, he has 
lived in the United States since 1960. He 
currently resides in Denver, Colorado, with his 
wife Joyce.

Paperback: 191 pages
Publisher: Eureka Productions
Price: $14.99 U.S.
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0615710743
ISBN-13: 978-0615710747


